
The Institute for Educational Studies (TIES) Presents:

EDUCATING IN THE ECOZOIC
Online Conference

January 21 – February 7
17 Presenters, 17 Days

TIES has been a pioneer in dialogue-based online education since 1993

The conference-symposium recognizes the contributions 
of many who share the vision for a sustainable planet. In 
particular, we recognize the contributions of 20th century 
mystics, Maria Montessori and Thomas Berry. Thomas 
Berry’s call for a New Earth Community and Maria 
Montessori’s vision for the New Human, both emanate 
from the belief that education is the only reliable way 
forward to change the current paradigm.

During this 17-day event, presenters share their ideas on 
how to nurture the seeds for an Earth recovery. The 
possibilities are here; our actions today will create the 
future tomorrow.

Questions participants can explore include:

What contexts lead to a deeper understanding of humanity’s relationship to the natural 
systems that sustain us?

In what ways does integrative learning seamlessly weave content and process?

How is heart wisdom and creativity expressed in the teaching-learning environment?

In what ways does the practice of dialogue empower participants in a learning community?
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www.ecozoiceducation.org
To read about the presenters and to register, please visit:

Adolescence: giving agency to the autopoiesis of human experience   .   Awakening the Earth Mind, an 
Ancient Holistic Mode of Consciousness   .   Incessant Connection, Total Distraction: Learning and Identity in 

the Cyber-Age   .   The Evolution of the Ecozoic Human   .   Identity Building Codes - Neuroscience and 
Montessori   .   Spirit in Education   .   The Holistic Education Initiative: Spreading Seeds and Nurturing Growth   

.   Creative Expression: Sharing Prose, Poetry, Music and Art   .   The Hero's Journey: Educating Through 
Authentic Story Telling   .   Observing Inner and Outer Worlds   .   Participating in the Inherent Spirituality of 
Children through Age 23   .   Growing Together Accessing Wisdom with Children   .   Communication That 

Connects; The Magic of Validating Feelings   .   A Dialogue on Dialogue and the Question to Life's Answers   .   
Integrative Nutrition: Our human microbiome and Gaia   .   Dancing with Systems:  Donella Meadow’s and 

Working with Systems   .   Experimenting with Mindfulness

http://ecozoiceducation.org/

